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CONFIDENCE FOR MONETIZATION
Respondents who indicated they are currently monetizing or plan to in 2020 
increased by an average of 13% from 2019.

In the next 12 months, nearly 38% said healthcare will see more disruption 
than any other industry, outside of gaming and entertainment.

+13%
SALES OF PRODUCTS 

+10%
IN-APP PURCHASE 

+17%
PRODUCT PLACEMENT 

+17%
LIVE EVENT ACCESS

RISE OF AR APPLICATIONS 

Developing content for social media channels is a top priority for immersive 
technology companies, an increase of nearly 16% from 2019.

STRENGTH OF IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
ACROSS SECTORS

28%
EDUCATION

24% 
WORKFORCE 
DEVELOPMENT 

21%
MANUFACTURING

38%
HEALTHCARE

Global AR/VR 
market in 
healthcare 
industry 
expected to 
grow to nearly 

$11 billion 
by 2025

7 in10
respondents believe 
businesses will focus 
on workforce training 
and development over 
the next 12 months

In manufacturing, 

75% 

of survey respondents 
expect immersive 
technologies to be 
offered via real-time 
remote assistance to 
employees 

75%

85%

of respondents agreed that 
the AR market would overtake 
VR in terms of revenue, +5% 
increase from 2019

who believe the AR market 
will surpass VR in revenue 
within 5 years

SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT

LEGAL ISSUES AND MARKET READINESS

What cities are leading the way in 
smart city immersive technologies?

Industry experts expect immersive 
tech to be used in smart cities

29%
NEW YORK 

28%
AUSTIN, TEXAS 

21%
LOS ANGELES 

27%
BEIJING, CHINA 

15%
TOKYO, JAPAN 

14%
DUBAI, UNITED 
ARAB EMIRATES

UNITED STATES GLOBALLY

88%

49%

agree that immersive technologies will become 
commonplace smart city initiatives by 2025

In 2019, 61% of respondents cited consumer privacy 
and data security as the top legal risk. This year, that 
percentage dropped to 49%.

Growing confidence in the immersives industry is 
showing a maturing marketplace.

North America was considered the most promising region for immersive tech at 
78%, an increase of nearly 16% from 2019.

Urban Planning 

 44%

 44%

Smart Traffic Signals/Cameras 

Navigation
57%

Limiting the amount of personal information from users that is collected, shared and used
 48%

Updating consumer data portability and data retention policies

Updating privacy policies and disclosures regarding consumer data

54%

 43%

TOP 4 AREAS 
OF MONETIZATION

TOP 4 SECTORS  
IN IMMERSIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES


